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Stung by accusations that the newly created Clarion Housing Group was becoming the Sports Direct of housing 
associations they have told staff that:  “...staff who are eligible to receive occupational sick pay will do so from 
the first day of their absence.” 

Unite welcomes managements reversal of the decision to deny staff sick pay for the first three days of 
illness.  Members throughout the organisation made their opposition clear and Clarion attracted negative 
publicity; Inside Housing’s report was the most read article on the website for a week.  We wrote to 
management requesting an urgent meeting with the unions, which unfortunately they rejected. The lesson for us 
is that if we stand firm we can make a difference. We hope that management take the lesson that it’s worth 
negotiating before acting.   

It is important that we remind management that this is a sector with big and increasing surpluses and a 
workforce whose pay and conditions have been squeezed in recent years despite increasing workloads. 
Workers in the sector are not prepared to be trampled on and Unite will stand by them. 

With or without formal recognition, Unite will continue to represent Clarion staff.  Unite is the largest trade union 
in the country and is experienced at representing members in sectors with extremely union hostile 
managements. Get involved and if you are not a member already, join us! 
 

Clarion back-track on denying sick pay!  

Restructures: Failing to consult? 
Members continue to feel that many of the immediate issues facing them are receiving an inadequate response. 

At the countrywide roadshows, scribes refused to note areas of concern including failure to involve the unions in 
restructuring consultations. 

Unite raised the lack of consultation at the last JCNC with management on the 20th March and will be pursuing the 
matter legally should management not meet its obligations in providing necessary information to representatives to 
reduce the number of redundancies. 

Management reluctantly agreed at the JCNC to provide information to the unions just two days in advance of 
formal consultation, yet this is still not happening. 

To assist reps and the team to provide effective support we need specific information from your team: 

How many workers are affected? 

What stage of consultation are you at? (this could be from  informal talks to group consultation, to formal individual 
consultation) 

What changes are proposed, what is the impact of these and what are your concerns?  

What is the schedule for the consultation and the proposed changes? 

What questions do you have that have not been adequately answered?  

A collective response and campaign through your union is always the most effective way of saving jobs and 
securing decent terms and conditions.  
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Thanks to everyone who was able to input into the Unite survey.  It 
probably won’t come as a surprise to hear about members biggest 
concerns. The top four were Changes to your job, Management style, Pay 
cuts (with some already having lost over £4k) and Workload.  

96% of you wanted 4% increase or more. The majority wanted it shared 
equally across all staff, and wanted permanent pay rises rather than one-off 
bonuses as well as increased pension contributions. This is part of a sector 
wide ‘4for All’ campaign which challenges G15 plans to suppress wages.  
 
80% of those participating were in debt, with a further 79% working 
overtime for free each month, many noting this was required to meet 
increasing workloads. The need for increased staffing was frequently 
expressed. 

 

 

Union 
Recognition 

 Just to be clear, Unite 

is still recognised in Circle under 

the current agreement which 

management plan to change after 

‘resurgence.’  

In many workplaces Unite works 

effectively to defend members 

without formal union recognition; 

reps represent members in 

personal cases and if necessary we 

have industrial disputes.  It has to 

be said that would move Clarion 

toward the Sports Direct end of the 

spectrum of industrial relations; is 

that really what the new 

management team want? We hope 

that Unison will stand with the other 

unions in calling on management to 

step back from de-recognition. 

Good industrial relations require 

unions to speak out for their 

members, not to keep quiet to avoid 

an argument at all costs.  

 

Both Circle and 
Affinity Sutton 
2015-2016 
accounts show 
increasing 
surpluses. Circle’s 
were up by 26% to 
£85m and Affinity 
Sutton’s up 15% to 
£145m.  

The top five 
executives at 
Affinity Sutton took 
home over £1m. 
The CEO took £54k 
just in benefits….  

 
Your Unite Clarion reps are: Alex Rivers, Errol Curniffe, Nneoma Bellanfante and Saeed 
Jama (Circle) Kim Nash, Jenny Galley, Graham Sears & Trevor Woods (Affinity Sutton)  

UniteClarion@gmail.com 

Branch Organiser - Arti Dillon 07464 967626 (Wednesday to Friday) 
unite.le1111@gmail.com 

Regional Industrial Officer - Adam Lambert supported by Gina Osborne who oversees the 
membership list (gina.osborne@unitetheunion.org / 0203 371 2046) 

Suzanne Muna (suz.muna.unite@gmail.com / 07968 852255) Branch Secretary 

Paul Kershaw  (kershawpaul@hotmail.com / 07980 448641) Branch Chair 

 

More information: 

Branch Website http://www.housingworkers.org.uk  

Unite Survey Results 

Getting 
Involved 

There are currently monthly meetings for 

members in Corsica Street, Islington N5. We 

can assist you to arrange meetings more 

locally to you. Emails and newsletters canʼt 

replace meetings to see what is happening, 

share ideas and strategies and develop a 

sense of our collective strength. Please get 

in touch if a local meeting would assist you 

to take part in Unite. 

We are pleased there are a growing number 

of members offering to share information 

and organise. More reps are also needed. 

This will make Unite at Clarion more 

effective in the future.   

 


